Session AB: PER: Evaluating
Instructional Strategies
Sunday

Location:
Sponsor:
Date:
Time:

Nautilus Hall 5
AAPT
Sunday, January 4
10-10:40 a.m.

Presider: Hunter Close

AB01:

10-10:10 a.m. Assessment and Instructional-Element
Analysis in Evidence-based Physics Instruction

Contributed – David E. Meltzer, Arizona State University, Mesa, AZ
85212; david.meltzer@asu.edu

Decades of investigation by hundreds of research and development
groups worldwide have yielded an impressive array of curricular and
instructional innovations in physics that show evidence of improved
student learning. [See, for example, D. E. Meltzer and R. K. Thornton,
“Resource Letter ALIP-1: Active-Learning Instruction in Physics,”
Am. J. Phys. 80, 478-496 (2012).)] In this brief review I will survey the
range of assessment instruments and methods that have been used in
this work, as well as the extent to which the relative effectiveness of
specific elements of the instructional methods has been subjected to
analysis.
*Supported in part by NSF DUE #1256333

AB02:

10:10-10:20 a.m. Impacts of Web-based Computer
Coaches on Student Attitude and Learning

Contributed – Bijaya Aryal, University of Minnesota, Rochester, MN
55904; baryal@r.umn.edu

We have implemented web-based computer coaches into small
classes at University of Minnesota Rochester over the last three
years. The varying usage of coaches by individual students outside of
class allowed us to categorize them into different user groups. This
presentation reports on a comparative study on examining if and how
different user groups’ attitude toward problem solving changes after
the completion of an introductory-level physics course as measured
by an attitude survey. The relationship between the use of the coaches
and students’ conceptual learning measured by a concept test will also
be discussed. A consistent tendency has been found correlating the
user groups with their course performance and gender. Likewise, time
of completion of the coaches seems to correspond with individual student attitudes toward problem solving as well as conceptual learning.

AB03:

10:20-10:30 a.m. Active Reading Documents in
Introductory Physics

Contributed – Shawn A. Hilbert, Berry College, Mount Berry, GA 301490001; shilbert@berry.edu

A constant struggle for professors is getting students to read the
textbook. This year, I piloted a reading companion called an Active
Reading Document (ARD). The goal of the ARD is for students to
condense the important information from a chapter into one clear,
well organized document. The ARD consists of three parts: a visual
representation (for example, a concept map) of the content and connections within the chapter, a list of important terms with original
definitions, and a set of original connections from within the chapter,
to previous chapters, to their own life. This presentation will introduce
the concept of an ARD and discuss the successes and failures in a first
attempt of implementation into a physics course.

AB04:

10:30-10:40 a.m. Sector Vector: An Interactive Game to
Learn Vectors!

Contributed – James G. O´Brien, Wentworth Institute of Technology,
Boston, MA 02115-5998; obrienj10@wit.edu
Greg Sirokman, Derek Cascio, Wentworth Institute of Technology

In recent years, science and particularly physics education has been
furthered by the use of project-based interactive learning. There is
a tremendous amount of evidence that use of these techniques in a

40

college learning environment leads to a deeper appreciation and understanding of fundamental concepts. Since vectors are the basis for
any advancement in physics and engineering courses the cornerstone
of any physics regimen is a concrete and comprehensive introduction
to vectors. Here, we introduce a new turn-based vector game that we
have developed to help supplement traditional vector learning practices, which allows students to be creative, work together as a team,
and accomplish a goal through the understanding of basic vector
concepts. The results of student retention of concepts has increased
dramatically, and engagement and time spent in lab have been amazingly increased. The disguise of the lesson and impact of a competitive
game environment will be discussed.

Session AC: Best Practices in
Educational Technology
Location:
Sponsor:
Date:
Time:

Nautilus Hall 2
Committee on Educational Technologies
Sunday, January 4
10 a.m.–12 p.m.

Presider: Andrew Duffy

AC01:

10-10:30 a.m. On SmartBoards

Invited – Chris Roderick, Dawson College, 3040 Sherbrooke St. W.
Westmount, QC H3Z 1A4, Canada; croderick@place.dawsoncollege.
qc.ca

Interactive white boards provide extraordinary opportunities for
teachers, students (as individuals), and classes (as a whole) to model,
practice, document, and engage in physics education. Some of the
ways in which a SmartBoard can be used to manifest the process of
abstraction, and to facilitate the visualization and manipulation of
physical concepts, will be put into practice, live.

AC02:

10:30-11 a.m. Technology to Foster Active Learning

Invited – Manher Jariwala, Boston University, Department of Physics,
Boston, MA 02215; manher@bu.edu
Andrew Duffy, Bennett Goldberg, Boston University

Two years ago, Boston University inaugurated its first studio classroom, the latest step in a series of efforts over the last two decades to
transform undergraduate STEM education across campus through the
effective use of technology. We describe the technological design and
implementation of the new flat classroom, which encourages students
to work together in class on minds-on and hands-on activities, supported by a cohesive teaching staff of faculty, graduate student Teaching Fellows, and undergraduate Learning Assistants. Moreover we
describe how the blend of different technologies allows the teaching
staff to better structure and assess the classroom learning experience, thus fostering faculty engagement in the use of evidence-based
pedagogical tools as well as enhancing faculty-student interactions.
By focusing on supporting the professional development of present as
well as future faculty, we seek to reinforce and expand greater campus
adoption of best practices in educational technology.

AC03:

11-11:30 a.m. Interactive Video Vignettes: Researchbased Online Activities

Invited – Robert B. Teese. Rochester Institute of Technology, 54 Lomb
Mem. Drive, Rochester, NY 14623; rbtsps@rit.edu
Priscilla W. Laws, Dickinson College
Kathleen M. Koenig, University of Cincinnati

Interactive Video Vignettes are online presentations that make use
of active-learning strategies developed through Physics Education
Research. They typically focus on a single topic, are short (5-10 minutes), and use multiple-choice questions, branching and video analysis
for interactivity. The LivePhoto Physics Group is creating both a set
of exemplary vignettes that are being tested at several institutions and
also Vignette Studio software that anyone can use to make their own

